BARTEC

Punkt sensor PS / Pointsensor PS
Sonde ponctuelle PS

Typ / Type: 17-861-3832-0400

WaterAlarmSystems
BARTEC WaterAlarmSystems
An essential element in building safety - see for yourself!

Monitoring for the escape of water in buildings containing sensitive electrical and electronic systems and other valuable assets is nowadays an elementary component of the supervision and safety of a building.

Rooms that need anti-leak protection
Computing centers, telephone exchanges, libraries, museums, archives, bookshops, cleanrooms, air-conditioning and heating plant, etc.

For every area - a safe solution provided BARTEC

- Large area surveillance False floors/ceilings above/below computer systems
- Pipe monitoring Heating cables, process lines
- Point monitoring Catchment points and individual items

Features of the BARTEC WaterAlarmSystems

- System calibration is unnecessary
- They are easily integrated into the building monitoring system
- Sensor cables and point sensors can be combined

Monitoring of complete areas and individual pipes
The system can be used for area surveillance of complete rooms, pipework and for monitoring of individual items.

Any leak is located within an accuracy of one meter and is displayed in the Building Management Center, guaranteeing rapid tracing of leaks and permitting immediate action.

The WaterAlarmSystem is available with or without the locating function.

Point monitoring of individual items
The PS point system signals even the smallest water leaks simply and reliably. The tiny sensor head can be installed without difficulty even in narrow and extremely small rooms, providing safety for your valuable equipment.

Avoid downtimes and reduce leak repair costs!

Play safe and install BARTEC WaterAlarmSystems!
Sensors
- PS point sensor
- SCR sensor cable

Features
- Fast and easy installation
- Highly flexible sensor cable, sold by the meter
- Point sensor for local monitoring

Ordering data
- PS point sensor 17-85M1-3832/0A00
- SCR sensor cable 17-85M1-1761

Electronic monitoring systems
- RLW electronic monitoring system with locating function as wall-mounted enclosure
- RDW 03 electronic monitoring system without locating function in wall-mounted enclosure
- RDA 01 electronic monitoring system without locating function in clip-on enclosure

Features
- System state in plain text
- Precise location of leaks
- Monitoring length up to 3000 m

Ordering data
- RLW electronic monitoring system with locating function
  - Single channel 17-85G1-2121
  - Dual channel 17-85G1-2221
- RDW 03 electronic monitoring system without locating function in a wall-mounted enclosure 17-85F3-8322
- RDA 01 electronic monitoring system without locating function in a clip-on enclosure
  - AC 230 V 17-85F4-2322
  - DC 24 V 17-85F4-2422
BARTEC
Your partner for safety technology.
Challenge us!